BEETLE BAILEY

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM, BEETLE?
I AM SO STRESSED, DOC.

SARGE NEVER LETS UP ON ME.

HE’S HOSTILE AND FULL OF ANGER.

CAN YOU HELP?
I’LL PRESCRIBE SOMETHING.

BEETLE BAILEY

BY GREG, BRIAN & NEAL WALKER

HE YELLS AT ME, HE THREATENS ME...

TAKE THIS.

GREG
WALKER.

DOONESBURY

by G.B. TRUDEAU

SHE’S ON LINE ONE, MARK.

HOW’D SHE SOUND?

TRAUMATIZED, SHOCKED.

POOR THING...

I CAN IMAGINE. DID YOU EVER LOSE HOPE?

WELL, NO, NOT REALLY. BECAUSE I WAS SURE TRUMP WOULD COME TO MY RESCUE.

YOU WERE? WHY?

THE PRESIDENT LOVED DEBT! HE OBTAINED CONGRESS TO RAISE MY TAXES THREE TIMES WHILE HE WAS IN OFFICE.

BUT THIS TIME, JUST TO CREATE CHAOS FOR Biden, he URGED DEFAULT – WHICH WOULD HAVE CATASTROPHIC IMPACT ON MY CREDIT RATING!

SO HE BETRAYED YOU.

IT WAS VERY HURTFUL! I TRUSTED HIM!

I KNOW. I KNOW. I'M AN IDIOT...
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THE FIRST PERFORMANCE OF MOZART’S RHAPSODY FOR PIANO, AND ANTEATER WAS A DISMAL FAILURE

I guess those weren’t food, then.
THE OTHER COAST

I SEE A CLOUD SHAPED LIKE A CASTLE.
I SEE A CLOUD SHAPED LIKE A PONY WITH A LONG MANE.
REALLY? IT LOOKS MORE LIKE A BIG SLUG.
IT DOES NOT. IT'S A PONY.

WELL, I THINK IT LOOKS LIKE A SLUG.

ZAP!

EVEN CLOUDS HAVE FEELINGS.

MARVIN

FOUND ONE!

HERE'S TWO MORE!

IN THE FALL

THREE... FOUR...

...I BURY MY BONES IN MOM'S DEAD FLOWERBED.

THEN WHEN SHE PLANTS HER SUMMER FLOWERS...

...I GET MY BONES DUG UP FOR ME.

BALDO

"I'M BEING GOOD! I TOLD GRACIE WE CAN ONLY DRINK 5 EACH!"

"NO FAIR! I'M SUPPOSED TO BE SICK DURING SCHOOL! NOT SUMMER!"

"WE'RE PRETENDING IT'S TIO FELIPE'S FRONT YARD!"

BY TOM ARMSTRONG

BY CANTÚ AND CASTELLANOS
CARPE DIEM

BY NIKLAS ERIKSSON

PREHISTORIC SWAT TEAM.

PARDON MY PLANET

BY VIC LEE

OLIVE OR TWIST?

EITHER IS FINE JUST AS LONG AS YOU POUR ME A DOUBLE. I NEED A SHOT OF INSPIRATION!

DICKENS BATTLES WRITER'S BLOCK

THE ARGYLE SWEATER

BY SCOTT HILBURN

PRESTIGIOUS PITS Vol. 71

MEDUSA

CRUELLA DE VIL

PRINCESS LEIA

CHARLIE BROWN

LA BREA
PEARLS BEFORE SWINE

BY STEPHAN PASTIS

B.C.

BY MASON MASTROIANNI AND MICK MASTROIANNI

OVER THE HEDGE

BY MICHAEL FRY & T LEWIS
**SPEED BUMP**

*BY DAVE COVERLY*

![Cartoon of a person trying to keep bees off a dog while saying, "Oh, it's not to keep the bees off him - it's to keep him from eating all the honey."�*

**FRAZZ**

*BY JEF MALLET*

- **In the winter, you can tell who the morning people are because there's no other motive to run outside in the cold and dark.**
- **Even more so later in spring; when the day goes from cold to, um, less cold, it's arguably practical to wait a while to start your run.**
- **Early summer, though, when it goes from warm to hot, anyone who can runs in the morning.**
- **Then suddenly it's mid-summer, it's hot all day and you cook no matter when you run.**
- **Does that make us impractical people for sweating it out at 6 a.m.?**
  - **Hard to say, since we started at 4:30.**
DO YOU ENJOY COMICS?

Stars and Stripes is considering changes to its Sunday Comics lineup, and we want your help. Let us know which strips you like (or don’t like), as well as comics you might like to see in the future.

Email us at comics@stripes.com to let us know what you think.